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Random-accessing is defined as any technique to accomp 1i sh unsched-
u 1 ed seizure of a many-user communications channel; its purpose 1s 
to reduce transmission delay below what can be achieved by sched
uled-accessing or by channel division. Some general principles re-. 
garding channel division, channel seizure, and the effect of feedback 
are formulated. The "classical" approach to random-accessing, 1.e., 
ALOHA-like techniques. is seen to be subject to instability. A newer: 
approach. coll is ion-resolution al?orithms (CRA's), is shown to avoid 
this problem. The analysis of CRA s has led to bounds on the perform
ance of any random-access system that are briefly discussed. Two new 
approaches to random-accessing without feedback informal ion are de
scribed, viz .. protocol sequences for the M-user collision channel 
and coding for the M-active-out-of-T-user collision channel. E•amples 
He generously used throughout the paper, and some speculations on 
the pr act ica 1 i ty of the new approaches are offered. 

1. I N 1 RODUC T I ON 

Befo.re describing "new approaches to random-access communications", we should 

make clear what we mean by "random-accessing" and what we see as its main pur

pose. To do this. we must first say a few words about "multiple-accessing" in 

genera 1. 

A multiple-access technique is any technique that permits two or more senders 

to operate on a single commun1cat1ons channel. Time-division multiple-accessing 

(TOMA). frequency-division mult1ple-access1ng (FOMA) and code-division multiple

accessing(COMA) are wel 1-known mull 1ple-access schemes of the channel-division 

type: i.e .• they divide the single channel into many "smaller" channels. one 

for each sender. This division may be fixed, or it may be adjusted from time to 

time to correspond to the changing needs of the senders as in so-called "demand 

assignment" schemes. A second class of multiple-access schemes is that of what 

we shall call the channel-seizure type. ~n this type of multiple-accessing, a 

single sender can use the full (time and frequency) resources of the channel 

for himself alone on some sort of temporary basis. An example of a channel

se1zure scheme H a token-ring in which. when the "token" arrives at a sender's 

station on the ring. that sender can remove the token, send his own message as 

if he were the only sender on the ring. and then reinsert the token. 

A random-access technique can be defined as a multiple-accessing scheme of the 

channel-seizure type ( i) in which it can happen that two or more senders may 

simultaneously alt.empt to seize the channel, and (ii) which provides in some 

way for the recovery from such "access conflicts", In a random-access system, a 

sender generally "takes a chance" when he attempts to seize the channel, and he 

re lies on the access protocol to repair the damage when he encounters "bad luck",,..· 

In some c~unication scenarios (as we sha 11 see later), access conflicts can

not be avoided. More often, however, it is a matter of choice whether or not to 

allow access conflicts and hence whether or not to use random-accessing. The 

obvious question is: why should anyone choose to allow such an obviously bad 

thin9 as access conflicts? The answer can be put as a second question: why 

should anyone delll<1nd that ·a sender always wait for a guarantee of e•clus1ve 

access before he attempts to seize the channel? When traffic on the channel is 

l ... 
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light, the bold sender will be almost sure to succeed 1n his gamble for access 

and can thus avoid the delay that a timid sender would incur, The prlmany pur

pose of rand0111-accessing 1s to reduce the delay between the time that a sender 

obtains an ·information input and the time that he transmits this informat1o11 

successfully over the channel. Random-accessing ts a gamble, but one tn .which 

the odds can be on the side of the player rather than on the side of the "house". 

In Section 2 of this paper, we show why channel seizure h generally preferable 

to channel division for multiple-accessing, and we examine the role of channel 

feedback infonnat ion. Sect ion 3 describes the ALOHA approach to random-accessing 

and points out its virtues and defects. In Section 4, we describe one new ap

proach to random-accessing, v1z. collision resolution, and we contrast it with 

the ALOHA approach, Sect ion 5 considers certa 1 n genera 1 bounds on the through

put of rand0111-accen schemes. Sect Ion .6 describes two new approaches to random

accessing without feedback. Some concluding remarks are given in Section 7. 

Z. stf4E GENERAL MULTIPLE-ACCESS PRINCIPLES 

The si1111>lest multiple-acceu channel is surely the two-sender binary adder 

channel (ZSBAC) shown In Fig. 1, Each time instant •. each sender sends· a binary 

digit (0 or 1) and the received digit is the sum (0, l or 2) of these two 

nUfllbers, i.e •• 

Yn • .xln + Xzn 

where x111 and lzn are the binary digits sent by senders l and 2. respectively, . · 

at time n and Y
11 

h the re'ceived digit. The "wall" shown between the two se.nders 

in fig. 1 signifies that the user on one side is not privy to the information 

to be sent on the other ~Ide, a 1 though the two users are a 1 lowed in advance to 

have formulated a .conmon strategy for sending this infonnation • 

. . . $#~;;,;$ )1----
.l.'.2n .: ____ ~ 

Fic.1 : The lwo·scndcr binary adder channel (2SBAC) 
X 1,. E (O, l},X2 .. E {O, l}, Y,. E {O, l, 2} 

fig. Z shows the pentagonal "capacity region" of the 2S8AC, i.e., the region 

of rate pairs (R1, R2) such that Sender l can send data at the rate R1 (bits 

per channel use) and Sender Z can send at the rate R2, both with arbitrarily 

sma 11 error probabi 1 i ty. 

It is easy to ste how the point (R 1,R2)' • (1,0) on the capacity-region boundary 

can be achieved. Sender Z simply always sends O's (and thus R2 • 0) ~o that 

Yn • Xln' and hence Sender l can directly send his "raw" information· bits over 

the channel with no need for coding (R1 • l). The point (R1,R2) • (0, l) can be 

similary achieved. By agreeing to alternate between these two schemes for ap

p~priate periods, Senders l and Z can achieve any point (R1,R2 ) such that 

R
1 

+ Rz • 1, i.e., at any point on the "time-sharing line" shown in ftg. z. 
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R 2 (bita/u1e) 

Fis.2 : Capacity Region o{ the 2SBAC of Fig.l 

It Is almost as easy to see how the point (Rl'Rz) • (1, 1/Z) on the capacity

region boundary can be approached. ~nder 1 transmits hh raw 1nfomat1on bits 

(R 1 • 1). This causes the channel sun by Sender Z to be thlt shown in fig. 3, 

because, for instance, if Sender Z should send a 1 then with probability 1/Z 

Sender 1 will also send a 1 and Z wiH be received, whfle wfth probability 1/Z 

Sender l wtl 1 send a 0 and 1 w;l 1 be received. But the channe 1 of f 19, 3 h ·the 

familiar bin.ary erasure channel (in which a rec~ived 1 1s the "erasure symbol") 

with erasure probability 6 • 1/2 and capacity C • 1-6 • 1/Z, Thus, Shannon's 

noisy coding theorem ensures the existence of a coding scheme that will 11l0w 

Sender Z to send information at a rate Rz arbitrarily close to l/Z with arbi

trarily sma 11 error probabi 11 ty, After the receiver has decoded Sender Z' s 

codeword, he can subtract it from the received sequence to obtain the uncoded 

sequence that was transmitted by Sender 1, The price of making Rz closer to the 

capacity 1/2 is an increasingly longer codeword length or, equivalently, a 

longer delay in recovering the infon11at1on at the receiver, The pc1nt (R
1
,R

2
) • 

{1/2, l) can, of course, be si111ilarly approached. By appropriately alternat1.ng 

between coding schemes, any point (Rl'Rz) on the capacity-reg1on boundary 11ne 

R1 + R2 • 3/2 between the points (1, 1/Z) end (1/2, l) can be approached.· 

1/2 
2 

·~ X2n Y,. 
1/2 

0 1/2 0 

Fig.3 : The binary erasure channel seen by Sender 2 when Sender I 
Sf't1<ls r«n<lom binary <ligits OVC'r lhf' 2SRAC or Fig.1. 

Perhaps the best interpretation of the "wall" shown in Fig. l h as a prohibition 

against seizure of the channel by a single sender. If a single sender iS· allowed 

to control both x1n and x2n' then he can by choosing (XJn•Xzn) to be (0,0),(0, l) 

or (1, 1) cause Yn to be 0, 1 or 2, respectively, i.e .. he can create ·a noiseless 

ternary channel with capacity 1og
2

3 (bits per use). By alternating appropr1atel~ 

between such seizures, two senders c:ould ac:hieve any point on the "sehure line" 
shown ~n Fig. Z that lies strictly outside the (seizure-prohibited) capacity 

. region. 
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Suppose now that there fs a feedback channel from the receiver to the two send

en in Hg. 1 so that each sender learns the value of Yn 1nrnediately after x1n 

end Xzn have been sent.. The point. (R1,R2) • (1, 1/2) can now be achieved with 

the greatest of ease. Sender l still sends his raw Information bits (R1 • 1) 

so that Sender 2 still sees the binary erasure channel of ftg, 3, Sender 2,· how

ever, can now (because of the feedback of Yn) simply send each of his 1nfonnation 

bih repeatedly until 1t 1s received "unerased", f,e., unttl Yn • 0 when this 

1nfon11~tton bit 1s a 0 or until Yn • 2 when this information bft is a l. Because 

the el"4sure probabi l1ty 6 is 1/2, Sender 2 wi 11 be sending tnfonnat ion at the 

rate R
2 

• 1-6 • 1/2 bits/use. Moreover, the average dehy between fint tl"4ns

•isston end successful tnnsrnfsston is only 2-1 • 1 time tnstent. Something even 

more remarkable, however, results from the 1vaf11b1l1ty of feedback (as was 

first shown by Gaarder end Wolf [l]): points outside the capacity region of 

fig. 2 can be achieved! This was quite surprising when first discovered because 

it had long been knovn that feedback could not Increase the capacity of a single

sender Met110ryless channel. The actual capacity ·region of the 2SBAC with feedback 

was only recently detel"llllned by Wllle111s [2}: it differs froa the capacity region 

without f.eedback. shown in fig. 2. in that the boundary line between the points 

(1. 1/2) and (1/2. 1) is bowed slightly outward (but still well away from the 

"seizure line"). 

The simple ZSBAC of fig. 2 ts a rich source of lessons about multiple-accessing. 

With its help, we have been able to illustrate all of tl-e following general 

principles of 111ultiple•access c011111unicat1ons: 

(1) Channel seizure, when possible, is the most effective way to utilize a 

,.u 1tip1 e-eccess channe 1. 

(2) When channel seizure 1s prohibited, time-sharing (or other types of channel 

division) generally is still sub-optimum in the sense that ft cannot be used 

to achieve all -points in the capacity region. 

(3) Feedback, when available, can be exploited lo reduce the coding delay and 

complexity required to achieve a given transmission rate. 

(4) When channel seizure is prohibited, feedback can also enlarge the capacity 

region. 

The first -~f these pr-inciples supports the-way that:computer-eommuni-cations .is 

carried ~ut tod~y. Virtually al\ newer local area networks (LAN's) operate on a 

channel seizure basis, sometimes ·with deterministic access (as in a token ring) 

and sometimes with random access (as in Ethernet). The third principle suggests 

that feedback will play an especially crucial role in random-accessing, because 

some kind of "coding" is absolutely necessary to overcome the losses due to 

access conflicts. 

3. THE ALOHA APPROACH TO RANC>a-4-ACCESSING 

. The ALOHA system, devised by Abramson {3] and his colleagues at the University 

of Hawaii, was the first random-access system: its approach underlies most 

present-day random-ac;cess systems, e.g. Ethernet. To i \ lustrate the ALOHA approach, 

we now describe the ALOHA system, including the modification of "time slotting" 

that was introduced by Roberts [ 4]. 

Suppose that all data to be sent is in the form of "packets", all of which have 

the same length (measured in trllnsmission time on the seized channel) that we 

take to be the un.tt. o_f time. We define the time interval (n-1) ~ t < n to be 

the n-th channel "slot". "Time-slotting" means that senders can transmit packets 
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only by beginning transmission at a slot boundary. Thus, transmitted packets 

from two senders w1ll either overlap completely at the receiver or not at all, 

The channel model postulated by Abramson was that. when Z or more transmitted 

packets overlap at the rece1ver, then they mutually destroy one another, but 

otherwise packets are received error-free. Moreover, there 1s feedback from the 

receiver at the end of each slot so that all users learn whether or not a col11-

s1on occurred (collision/no-collision binary feedback). 

The Information-generation model postulated by Abramson was that of a very 

large number (essentially Infinite) of identical sources, each with an asso

ciated sender, such that the number of new fnformatfon packets generated during 

any slot Is a Poisson random variable with mean ~ (packets/slot), independent 

of previously generated packets. The essentially Infinite number of senders 

means that access conflicts cannot be entirely avoided, i.e., random-accessing 

becomes a necessity. lln fact, the original operational ALOHA system had a very 

small number of transmitters so that random-accessing was a matter of choice, 
madt by Abramson and his colltegues for the e•press purpose of reducing access 

delay. I 

The r·andom-access protocol devised by Abramson was ingeniously simpl!i; A new 

packet must be transmitted in the slot irr111ediately following that in which it 

was generated. When a collision occurs.each "colliding" s·ender must retransmit 

1n a randomly-selected later slot. Each such sender, of course, independently 

makes this random selection of retransmission delay. 

Abramson's analysis of the ALOHA system was equally ingenious, if not rigorous. 

He postulated that the retransmission policy could be shaped in such a way that 

the number of retransmitted packets in any slot would also be a Poisson random 

variable. independent from slot to slot and independent of the new-packet ge

n.eration process. with a mean of Ar (packets/slot). Because the sum of independ

ent Poisson random variables is again Poisson, this implies that the fot11l 

number of p11dets transmffted in ani-slot f s al so a Poisson random voriab le with 

me11n >.t • >. + >.r. Because the throughput T of successful packets at the receiver 

Is the fract1on of slots in which exactly one packet is transmi tt~. it follows 

that t 1S just the probabi 1 ity that a Poisson rand0111 variable with mean >. t taltes 

on the value l, i.e., 
(I) 

Equation (1), which 1S the so-called throughput equation for slotted-ALOHA, Is 

shown graphic11l ly in fig. 4, It is easy to check from (I) that t 1s maximized 

when >.t • 1 (packet/slot). which seems quite natural, and that this m11ximum Is 

t • e-l.,,. .36B (packets/slot), 
max 

which seems quite fundamental. lt is coll'rnOn to say that ,-l is the "capacity of 
the slotted-ALOHA channel", but, as we shall see, this de\cription is mtsleadtng. 

The reader may (and should) be disturbed by the fact that the new-packet arrival 

rate A appears nowhere in the throughput equation (I), To bring~ Into the pic
ture, one must invoke the egui 1 lbteium hypothesis which states that packets are 

11nter1ng and leaving the system at the same rate, i.e .. 

t • .>.. 
[ .. _. 
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